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Quality of verification assurance = f(L,M,P,R) 
Where: 
L = Legal authority (extent and precision)  
M = Monitoring techniques and technical capabilities 
P = Political considerations (decision making, NPT 3 pillars) 
R = Resources and organizational culture 
 
Horizontal proliferation in NPT NNWS 
 
‘Sovereignty remains a vigorous and contradictory force against 
empowering international institutions with far-reaching authority’ 
 
 
Mohamed ElBaradei September 2009: ‘in all our work, we need 
more legal authority, more state-of-the-art technology and more 
resources’ 
 
Conventional wisdom: global nuclear governance is increasingly 
inadequate for catching proliferators.  The chances of getting caught 
cheating appear slim 
 

-Lawrence Scheinman, ‘National and International Verification and Action in 
the Event of Non-Compliance’ 1995 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hold all variables but one constantAdd determinates of nuclear proliferation Opportunity and Willingness/Motivation (collapse of Cold War bipolarity, rise of nukes for regional security)Probability of being caught and Probability of punitive action taken (Syria?)Scheinman recognised advantages of (legally binding) nuclear safeguards administered by international organisation over each state determining own measures of transparency



Overview 
• In what way could the investigative authority of the IAEA in NNWS, 

with or without an AP, be extended or better utilised to achieve the 
objectives of verification? 
 

• 3 aspects of legal authority: investigative, quasi-judicial and 
enforcement 

• Role to verify compliance and to detect and deter violations 
• ‘Prevention’ of state-based proliferation is beyond technological, 

legal and political capacity of international safeguards system 
• Even though the NPT did not originally contain a developed 

mechanism for catching cheaters, investigative authority has 
evolved (is evolving) to be far-reaching through the implementation 
and interpretation of comprehensive safeguards agreements 

• In relation to undeclared activities, finding evidence to decide where 
to request access is primarily a technical/intelligence/resource 
problem 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State responsibility (eg. failure to allow a special inspection is enough to raise international suspicions and contribute to finding of non-compliance, DPRK), Alarm system and raising international suspicions (DPRK 1993, Egypt; decreases strategic value of a weapons program), best practice (nuclear security, SSAC, SC Res 1540), confidence building (RoK?, South Africa?, Romania 1992, P5 VOSA), dispute resolution (DPRK-US 1994, Libya 2003), deterrent against proliferation (Brazil-Argentina?), AND slow down proliferation (extrinsic barrier, Iran?, block Iraq’s easiest route to weaponization (HEU at Tuwaitha in 1980s))Enforcement authority (what do we do with a timely warning of non-compliance?): Elihu Root (1912 Nobel Peace Prize), “International laws violated with impunity must soon cease to exist.”AP+ would have to been signed by every stateNPT amendment would have to approved by every member of IAEA BoG“Legislative” SC Resolution (cf SC Res 1540) probably could not extend an IO’s authority.Advanced remote monitoring and enviro sampling are among technical advances.Conclusion does not consider effect of safeguards confidentiality on dissemination of information in ambiguous cases
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Limits of thesis 
• Most contentious issue: special inspections  
 (i) away from strategic points in declared sites or  
 (ii) at any location other than a declared site 
 
• Ability to detect undeclared independent nuclear fuel 

cycle capabilities away from declared sites is important 
for safeguards credibility 
 

• Hardest case: No AP (5 NNWS with significant nuclear 
activities + Iran) or break-out capability 
 

• ElBaradei 2004: ‘Without the authority provided by the 
protocol our ability to draw conclusions is mostly limited 
to the non-diversion of material already declared, with 
little authority to verify the absence of undeclared 
nuclear material or activities’  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Randomising routine inspections to make unpredictable and using remote monitoring are also intrusive.Argentina, Brazil, Egypt, Syria and Venezuela.Emphasise small-scale, undeclared centrifuge enrichment at undeclared locations.
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Special inspections 
• Any inspection that is additional to the ad hoc, design-

information verification or routine inspection effort  
• Authorizes access to additional information or locations 
• Best mechanism for validating or disproving a claim 

about the existence of a clandestine facility 
• Power to request access  consultation 
• Exact terms of reference to be agreed through 

negotiation between IAEA and state 
• Board February 1992: use on ‘rare occasions’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INFCIRC/153 paras 73, 77Too political/accusatory/expensive?  Risk not find ‘smoking gun’?  Only use when substantial grounds to suspect undeclared activities?  Assume states will generally provide information through consultation?
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Special inspections 
• Director-General: information provided by the state and 

obtained from routine inspections is ‘not adequate for the 
Agency to fulfil its [verification] responsibilities’ 

• ‘or for purposes unknown’ 
• Board: ‘essential and urgent’ (denies right of refusal) 
• Authority to conduct inspections away from declared 

sites clearly envisaged 
• A refusal to allow an IAEA request to access a location 

other than a declared site could be the basis of a finding 
of non-compliance (burden of proof allows investigative 
and enforcement authority to be decoupled) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Verification responsibilities: ensure safeguards applied to all nuclear material
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Special inspections practice 
• February 1992 Board statement: comprehensive safeguards 

– correct and complete (non-diversion of declared material and absence of 
undeclared material) 

– location-specific environmental sampling  
– special inspections away from declared sites 

 
• Special inspections formally invoked in Romania 1992 (by invitation of 

post-revolution government, cooperative) and DPRK 1993 (refused) 
 

• Often used informally (‘technical visits’) at declared sites by agreement of 
the state to clarify a matter reported by the state 
 

• US-DPRK Agreed Framework 1994 suggests an expansive interpretation 
 

• Power exists even though the Agency does not normally reach a 
conclusion about the completeness of declarations in NNWS that do not 
have an AP 
 

• Greatest relevance to NNWS that do not have an AP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Romania: post-Ceausescu regimeDPRK 1993 (IAEA, UN): state security concerns are not a legal basis for immunising them from inspection.DPRK-US Agreed Framework recognises authority of the IAEA to inspect military installations.  Power to call upon the state (DPRK) to take any action required to ensure adequate verification.
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Additional Protocol and 
Complementary Access 

• Commonplace verification activity; not accusatory 
• Operates in addition to special inspections power 

to 
– allow specified verification activities at nuclear sites 

and certain nuclear-related locations (eg. sensitive 
enrichment tech) and 

– access at any location specified by the IAEA for 
location-specific environmental sampling where 
necessary to resolve a question 

• Arts 7, 15: managed access including shrouding 
of equipment to protect against disclosure of 
commercial, technological and industrial secrets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Complementary access is more facilitative (apart from shorter notice times, in practical terms for cases of undeclared sites, it does not actually extend authority significantly beyond special inspections authority).Unable to provide access (commercial or military secrecy)?  Next-door access or ‘other means’
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CWC challenge inspections 
• Disarmament (no quantitative accounting) 
• State party may request ‘for the sole purpose of clarifying and 

resolving any questions concerning possible non-compliance’ 
• Up to parties through national means to identify locations 
• Untested 

 
1. Short notice (contrast consultation requirements for special 

inspections) 
– In theory, negotiations about the perimeter can only go for a few days 
– Relative capacity for location-specific sampling after ‘decontamination’ 
– Different conversion/lead times 

2. Compulsory (unless ¾ majority ‘considers the inspection request to 
be frivolous, abusive or clearly beyond the scope’) 
– Lower procedural hurdle and evidentiary burden 

3. Right to limit access to protect commercial rights or national security 
 non-compliance may not automatically follow from a refusal to 
grant access 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Managed access demonstrated by UK government simulated challenge inspections at facilities involved in its nuclear weapons programIran and Syria examples demonstrate location-specific environmental sampling can work after extensive decontamination efforts or after facility and topsoil removed.US has accused China, Iran, Russia and Sudan of violating the CWC but failed to request challenge inspection.  Higher risk of not finding a “smoking gun” if challenge inspection conducted (too confrontational).Radioactive materials are easier to detect and less ambiguous(eg. right to hide sensitive documents and shroud equipment) to ‘protect sensitive installations and prevent disclosure of confidential information’A determined CWC-cheater would find it easier to avoid timely inspections and deflect the repercussions by arguing that the challenging state was abusing its powers for polical reasons or (military or industrial espionageIAEA verification is at least as robust as OPCW; a sound legal compromise with state sovereignty
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Expanding authority? 
• Practical difficulties of obtaining enough information to 

identify a specific location 
• Weaponization activities not involving nuclear material 

(technical capability?) 
• Interviews (access to scientists or officials at state’s 

discretion) 
• Wide-area environmental sampling: UO2, UO2F2, Pu, 

fission products, etc (Under AP, Board approval 
pending) 

• Overflights for air-sampling (not authorised under AP, 
tech not proven) 

• Export of dual-use items 
• Further reduce notice periods 
• United Nations satellite monitoring agency? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IAEA can take into account any info received on weaponisation activities when considering “purpose”.  No clear technical bases exist for monitoring weaponization generally so there is little point in extending legal authority.Probative value of monitoring weaponization activities for first generation fission weapons (not advanced proliferation), especially U gunIAEA Satellite Imagery Analysis Unit but ElBaradei failed to use available commercial satellite images in 2007.Sources: state declarations, nuclear cooperation reports, supplier info, accounting, surveillance, portal monitoring, satellite images, national intelligenceStandard: Undeclared small-scale centrifuge enrichment
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Conclusions 
• Inspections as widely accepted part of international life 
 
• Although ‘anytime, anywhere inspections with no right of 

refusal’ are impossible, state sovereignty recognises the 
legal authority of an international security institution with 
broad physical access powers 
 

• Even in relation to special inspections, extension of 
investigative authority is unlikely to have a significant 
impact (focus on determinates and enforcement) 
 

• Desirable to normalise cooperative special inspections 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AP Complimentary Access as normalisation of special inspections?Bombing of Dair Alzour facility in Syria? Board split different if special inspect requested?  Failure to declare non-compliance early based on satellite data (epistemological, not ontological error)Dair Alzour: reveals non-universality of NPT; lack of faith in safeguards and international enforcement?
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